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sions which should have been included they are missing only
because the limits of book size necessitated using the most
pertinent material and leaving things less vital to some sub-
sequent writer this book will continue to serve a useful pur-
pose for many years

QUINN G mckay and WILLIAM A TILLAMAN money mat-
ters in your marriage salt lake city utah desert book
company 1971 259 ppap 5505.50550

reviewed by robert J smith associate academic vice
president and professor of accounting at brigham young
university

the need for such a book as money matters in your mar-
riage is evident when one reviews even briefly the importance
of money matters in the family money is the number one cause
of marital arguments and some estimate that as high as 75
percent of divorces can be traced to financial problems

thisthithls book represents an expansion and updating of a series
of articles originally appearing in the improvement era it is
directed toward the latter day saint family particularly young
married couples and young single people despite this it has
wide applicability to non latter day saint families who should
find much useful information in it

the fact that it is a compilation of articles published sep-
arately accounts for some of the strengths of the book as well
as some possible weaknesses the authors have achieved reason-
able continuity from chapter to chapter and have achieved a
very readable style with good transitions from one topic to
another there are of course some repetitions of ideas usually
in somewhat different contexts however

the division into many topic areas 24 chapters in a rela-
tively short book does make it possible for a user to review a
particular topic after reading the whole book or to get useful
information relative to a special area by reading one chapter

the book contains many very practical suggestions for im-
proving financial management through increasing ability to
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gain income spending funds wisely and providing protection
for assets and earning power through insurance

the dangers of debt and of loose methods of handling
money are well portrayed together with concrete suggestions
for solutions

one area which could have been given emphasis in addi-
tion to the appropriate comments which are made in various
chapters of the book is the subject of income tax this import-
ant money matter perhaps deserves a chapter this chapter
could point out the kinds of information needed in therecordthe record
keeping of a family to provide tax data it would cover such
topics as contributions including the recipient organizations
interest taxes medical expenses union dues data relative to
the saleorsaldorsalesaie or exchangeofexchange of property and other items

in chapter 15 dealing with the subject of setting up a bud-
get the authors elected as do many others to begin with the
take home pay for full comprehension of the income of the
family there are many advantages to beginning with gross pay
and showing the compulsory deductions for income tax and
FICAPICA as part of the budgetary process gross pay really is the
income of the family and the payments withheld and made in
behalf of the employee by the employer are no less expendi-
tures of the family than if they had been received and paid out
by the employee

another advantage of starting with the gross pay is that it
is easier to see that the tithing should be based on gross pay
the authors did not really make an error inasmuch as they
carefully explained that tithing should be based on the gross
pay rather than take home pay calculations however based
on gross pay are easier to make

another topic that might be worthy of attention in such
a book is the preparation for death covering such topics as
preparation of a will preparing for estate and inheritance
taxes letters of instructions to survivors relative to assets own-
ed and probable order of disposition and utilization this topic
perhaps was not covered because of the emphasis given in the
book toward the young latter day saint

the authors have succeeded in producing a very readable
understandable book on a topic which some may avoid feeling
it will be dull and tedious the book is very highly recom-
mended particularly to the young latter day saint but many
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others will find helpful useful ideas which could easily save
them many times the price of the book both in dollars and in
peace of mind

0 N MALMQUIST the first 100 years A history of the salt
lake tribune 187119711871 1971 salt lake city utah utah state
historical society 1971 496 ppap 8008.00800

reviewed by eugent E campbell phd professor of
history at brigham young university dr campbell has
authored numerous articles on western and mormon history

the story of the salt lake tribune is a paradoxical one
the author expressed this idea when he wrote that their
newspaper survived in the face of obstacles confronting it
was a kind of miracle even now it is difficult to sort out
the reasons why the tribune lived on when one con-
siders that the salt lake tribune was started by a handful of
dissident mormonscormonsMormons the so called godbeitesGodbeites who challenged
the economic and ecclesiastical policies of brigham young and
the mormon church at a time when the population of utah
territory was overwhelmingly latter day saint one can un-
derstandderstand the choice of the phrase a kind of miracle the
tribune continued to attack important leaders such as brig-
ham young john taylor george Q cannon charles pen-
rose joseph F smith and reed smoot through approximately
60 of the 100 years of its history often accusing them of
dishonesty and immorality it also led out in the crusade
against the practice of plural marriage using this achilles
heel of the church to stir the federal government into action
to help the tribune owners achieve their purpose of breaking
brigham young s economic and political grip on his people

despite the fact that the tribunes early years were spent in
such active opposition to the church which had founded the
territory and which exercised extraordinary control over its
members it continued to survive mormonscormons constituted over
85 percent of the population well past the turn of the century
and still claims over 60 percent of utah s people today and
yet the most popular newspaper is the tribune with its record


